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1 • INTRODUCTION 
The development of (static and dynamics) programs with constant 
and linear elements has shown good behaviour. 
It seems so natural to combine both advantages so that the 
results will not be affected by local distortions. 
This paper will be dedicated to presenting the research of 
mixed elements and the way to $Olve the over-determination that 
appears in sorne cases. 
Although all the study has been done with the potential 
theory, its application to elastic problems is straightforward. 
2. BASES 
The general formulation for mixed elements on the boundary 
theory is similar to the normal development given to the bound-
ary problems. 
The study is based on the integral equation defined on the 
boundary 
N 
C(l) <j>(l) + L 
k=l 
N ¿ 
k=l 
J (dl/J) <Pk .an ( l) dsk 
an 
( 1) 
In this particular case, it will be considered a linear 
variation for the potential function along the element 
and a constant variation for its flux qk along the element. 
The shape functions are: 
The function ~ for 2D is: 
~ = _!__ Ln ..!_ 21T r 
Introducing the boundary conditions in the integral 
equation ( 1) 
N 
c(R.) <f>(R.) + 1 
k=l 
This can be written: 
in which integration constants A1, A2 , Gik are: 
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As it could be seen, the equation (2) can be applied on any 
point R. where we have an unknown quantity, originating as many 
equations as unknown quantities; this point can be the node or 
the center of an element depending on the data. 
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3. INTEGRAL EQUATION TREATMENT 
On a given problem, first we will discretize the boundary and 
define the boundary conditions. 
To establish the linear variation 
of the potential function along the 
element, its value must be defined 
on two points, the nodes: ~(k} 
and <Pk(k+l) (the subindex 
k+l represents element, the superindex 
the node) to establish the constant 
variation of the flux, its value must be defined on one single 
point, the center of the element; qk. 
Further on, the generation of the equations system will 
be discussed depending on the different cases. 
4. DETERMINATION OF INTEmRATION CONSTANTS 
If the integration is going to be done from an element, k, on 
which the potential function <P is unknown the integration will 
be done from the k node. 
Integrating from the 
to it, the constants will 
node to an element not continuous 
be calculated with numerical rnethods. 
Lk 4 
A =-- ¿ <t-s.) 
1 4 k=l 1 
D 
r.2 
l. 
~ 4 
A2 4 ¿ (•l+~.) k=l 1 
Gik 
Lk l Ln 1 ¡¡;¡~ -- w. 2 n r. 1 k=l 1 
D 
w. 
1 
--- w. 
2 1 r. 
1 
It is not possible to use this expression for contiguous 
elements because r can be zero. 
Using analytical methods, an interesting relation between 
the constant can be found. 
Analysing the values of A1 and A2 calculated from the i node to the i element. 
I N <s) (21.) Li i+l=2 i i::l Al 1 an 2 ds 
an
1 
it is known .that ~1 1~ 
óljJ/ón = D/r2 2 1 
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It is easy to find that a~/an = O along the element except 
on the point 1 where it is undetermined. 
on so A1 is undetermined 
o on 
If we analyze the values of A1 and A2 integrating from 
node t to element t-1 we get 
A O 
A2 undetermined. 
Applying the integral equation from the t node, A1 calcu-lated on the t-1 element and A on the t element are zero, and 
A¡ on the t element and A2 on rhe t-1 element are undetermined; 
the constants are multiplying the value of the function ~ on 
the t node. 
where 
If we apply a constant potential ~, (2) becomes 
N 
c(t) ~(t) + L (A 1 ,A2) k=l {~k (k) } ~ (k+l) = o 
This expression leads to 
Htk ~k = o 
Htk A2 (on k-1 element) + Al (on 
Htt A2 (on t-1 element) + Al (on 
k element) 
t element) + c(t) 
This also allows the calculation of the unknown constant 
c(t). 
G calculation: 
Gtt = I 
If the integration is going to be done from a k element on 
which the unknown is the flux qk, the integration will be done 
from the center of the element. 
Integrating from the k element to another element different 
from k the integral will be numerically evaluated. 
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- Lk 4 
Al í (1-F,;.) -tu. -¡---
R-=1 l. r~ l. 
l. 
Lk 4 D 
A2 4 
¿ ( 1 +f,;.) -tu. 
R-=1 l. r? l. 
l. 
= Lk 4 1 
GR-k ¿ (Ln-) tu. 2 t=l r. l. l. 
This is different from the case before exposed on the 
definition of r .. 
l. 
A and Az are both undetermined but it can be demonstrated 
that A and Az are equal, if we integrate from the center to its 
own element. 
Al J 
a¡p 
N1 (F,;) ~ dsk 
ank 
Al-A2 f (NI-N2) a¡p an dsk 
J 
a¡p 
ank 
A2 N2 (F,;) an dsk 
ank 
a¡p;an is equal zero on the element except on the center of 
the element on which its value is undetermined. 
F,; varíes between -1 and 1, and it is zero in the center 
of the element. 
To save the undetermination we avoid that point integrat-
ing along a circumference with radius F,;, along the domain aDF,; 
J (N 1-N2) ;: dsk + J (N 1-N2) ~: dsk 
ank-anF,; anf,; 
The first integral is zero because ~:=O on aDk-aDF,; 
In the second integral 
1/J Ln _!_ 
= 2Tr F,; 
~~--------~~~--------~ 
-1 -~ ~ 
~-~ -ª5_-~- 1 
an - a~ 0 an T a~ - 2u~ 
NI - N2 = ~ 
ds~ = 2ud~ 
A - A = lim 
1 2 ~-+o 
~ 
I 
-~ 
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o 
If we introduce a constant potential ~ as has been done 
before for the integration from a node to contiguous elements 
we obtain: 
-!(C(t) + L integration constants) 
C because we have a regular boundary 
Gt! is calculated directly 
In summary the different cases are: 
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CONSTANT CALCULATION 
INTEGRATING 
FROM R. NODE 
INTEGRATING FROM 
R. CENTER 
no t con ti guous..; \.1-_...;t_o__;,;,e..;;l.-em;;;;.;.en;;.t--.:#:.....R.-<. 
~· element '\,~ ' 
element R.-1 
& R. 
Application of a 
constant potent-
ial 
Numerically 
LR. 4 D 
A =- Í(l+~. )- w. 
2 4 R.=I 1 r¿ 1 
1 
LR. ~ 
G.k= -2 ' L 1 t=l 
Ln _!_ w. 
r. 1 
1 
to element R. 
Application of a 
constant potent-
ial 
Al=A2= 
-~(~+Í Int. Cons-
tants) 
GR.R.=LR. [l+Ln ~R. J 
Operating with the equation (2) we reach a matrix equation 
such as 
P . X = F 
in which generation will be shown. 
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5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Circulating along the element from node to node in the pos1t1ve 
way the flux will be considered known if it is known in the 
next element. 
On the k node the different possibilities are: 
l. qk known, ~k unknown, the integration will be done from 
the node. 
2. ~k known, qk unknown, the integration will be done from 
the center of the k element. 
3. ~k and qk known, possibility that this will not gener-
ate aBy equation. 
Integrating from k node or center of k element to the 
element. 
- On t node qt and ~tare known 
- cj> t known and qk unknown 
- cj>t and qt known 
Fk = Fk - Alcj>t + Gtk qt 
t+l node 
- qt is known and cj>t+l is unknown 
p +A 
k, i+ 1 2 
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q unknown and ~ known or both known 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper the Boundary MethodA for mixed elements has been 
developed, calculating the integration constants of the 
formulation. 
A procedure has been developed that avoids the inconvenience 
of the general formulations which allows practical solution of 
all the possible cases on the boundary. 
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